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Secretary's Report
by Adrianne

The annual election of officers was held at our social
meeting on Feruary 25. the results are as follows:

President -- Rochelle
Vice-President -- Cindy
Secretrary -- Adrianne
Treasurer -- Lynda
Newsletter Editor -- Lana
Member Representativ8 -- Carol
Public Relations Director -- Rochelle
Significant Other Rep. -- Debbie L.
Event Coordinator -- Kathy
Librarian -- Eden

Congratulations to the new officers, and thank you to the
outgoing officers and also to those candidates not elected,

the club still needs your help.

I hope that all of you will

continue to be active and ready to help fill in if we need
assistance and ready to run for office again.
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Policies

I

The Crystal Club is an open support group for cross dressers.
We welcome TV. TS, TG, FI. and others who assume a complete
trans-gendered identity. Both Male-to-Female and Female-to-Male
individuals are welcome. We welcome their spouses and significant
others (SO's.) We welcome guests from related organizations. when
cleared through an officer.
Meetings are the fourth Saturday evening of each month.
Meetings are open only to cross dressers who have been screened or
approved by an officer, and to cross dresser's spouses/SO's, helping
professionals, and approved guests. The location of the hotel is given
out after interview.

Financial Report
by Lynda

Due to a transition taking place between
the old treasurer and the new, a financial
report is unavailable at this time. A complete
report will be published next month.

There is a monthly meeting fee (see schedule below) to cover
the cost of the room, food. soft drinks and coffee, and general operating e;i:;penses of the group. This fee is above and in addition to

Proserrung

annual membership dues. If you wish beer or wine. BYOB (many

!FGE's SU1 Annual

people do.)

'COMING TOGETHER • WORKJNG TOGETHER'
CONVENTION

Nonmembers may attend as many as three meetings before
joining. Usually a new member will join at their first meeting. pay-

CtOSlS-<1rc:ssers, Transsorual:I, 'Niv1t, & Partner.,,
Mod1caJ & MontaJ Hoa/th Protoss1ona1s. Frionds & Allies
working 1ogethor to build a h.ipp1er and bnghtor '1.rturo ror vs all.

ing a total of $30 ($35 for couples) at that meeting.

COME AND JOIN US!

We do not care about the sexual orientation of the members

In tho majestic Rogoocy Hotol, in Oonvor, OOautrllJI Denver,
at tho fool of lho Rocky Mcuntams.

and attendees. We do, however, require that all attendees behave like

ladies or gentlemen at all times. Everyone has the right to feel
secure, knowing they will not be ridiculed for their dressing or their
appearance, and knowing they will not be •rut on.. by anyone
presenL
We require that all attendees come completely dressed as the
gender they are presenting, i.e. entirely as a woman or entirely as a
man. Members will usually dress, but this is not required. Persons
are nol permitted to arrive partially dressed. for example, a dress and
male hair, or a dress and an unshaven face, as this may draw
unwanted attention to the rest of the group. Ladies' pants and casual
wear are fine. An adjacent changing room is available if you prefer
to come in male clothing and dress at the meeting site.
Membership is $15 per year in advance. After the first complementary copy of the newsletter, additional newsletters are sent
only to members who have paid their dues. First year membership
will run for 12 months from the date of payment. Second year
membership will be pro-rated to run out at the end of the Crystal

Club fiscal year, June 30, rounded to the nearest $5 (4 months.)
Additional years will be from July 1 to June 30.

.. • u

APRIL 8 through APR!l. 14 1991 • • • • •

For lnlormntton ltnd Rog,s-rratlon·
Tho lntoma!Jonal Foundation tor Gondot Educ:.:iuon
P.O. Box 367, Way!ond, MA 01na

1-017~
Offlcos: 6 Custung SI. W~am. MA

\

Hoo;t Orq~m1a1ton·
Gondor ldcnllty Con1111 of Colorado

Boi 115,63, J715 32nd Ave.
O<invor, Colorado 60211
l.JOJ....CS0-5378

Luq~!li~~t~~~cv
Breast Prostheses

(By A.ppmntmenr Only)

NANCY LUCAS
(Certified Fitting Consultaru)

577 S. YEARLING RD.
Columbus, Ohio 43209
237-7636

3595 SULLlV ANf AVE
Columbus, Ohio 43228
276-8098

This newsletter is Copyright (C) 1991 by the Crystal Club, Lana Morris, editor. All rights
reserved. Articles and information contained in The Crystal Chronical may be reprinted by other
non-profit organizations without advance permission, provided a copy of the issue containing the
reprinted material is sent to Crystal Club within two months after the material is published.
The opinions or statements contained in The Chronical are those of the authors and do not
nessessarily reflect the views of The Crystal Club. Contributions of articles are welcomed, but
may be altered, with the author's intent retained, or may be rejected, wether solicited or not.
Absolutly no sexually explicit material will be accepted or printed, The Crystal Club is a nonprofit support group which meets, once a month on the fourth Saturday, for the support of
crossdressers, transsexuals, and their family and friends. Send all correspondence to:
The Crystal Club P.O. Box 287 Reynoldsburg, Ohio 43068-0287 or call (614) 777-0648
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;J"hank You L.etters
Roberta here, Crystal Clubsters, Just to say we
(my wife and !) have missed you and all the doings
since the last time there, the much enjoyed Sept 22
meeting on make-up with Michelle and Connie from
~ary ~ay Cosmetics. ( That was an -eye-opener- or
eye- iner on a new-to-me part of our gender
existence. ) Each and every meeting has been great.
-Age-related logistical considerations- would be my
excuse for these reluctant absences. Hope to get
back with it. In the meantime I am working on a
new, improved Roberta ( weight reduction, medically
supervised, nearly 60 pounds, feel great! ). Each
issue of the Chronicle brings a helpful hint or two
and is enjoyable through and through. Thanks for
all the hard work and dedication.
Best to all, with Love, Roberta

P.S. I 'found this in my mailbox,- and it would
appear to be from another CD in my neighborhood,
still somewhat furtive about it all. From the way
she signs it, you could call it:

7,/hy do I like to cross dress? Because that is
as close as I can come to becoming in the body the
woman that I feel I essentially am.
Electrolysis, hormones, SRS and so forth would
all be nice but they too are only ap~roaches to the
ultimate goal, total woman, reproduc ive organs and
all. ( Transplant technology is not there yet, but
who knows? And it would be one way really to
perpetuate another's life. ) SRS happens to be out
of the question for me, and I ask myself, 7,/hat is
a woman?- --strike that; better, 7,/ho is a woman?Everyone to some extent, including 100% red-blooded
males ( jUSt don·t argue with them about that ). I
think I read somewhere that we all start out,
embryonically, as rudimentary females, but that
around seven weeks into the pregnancy male
chromosomes (XX) order certain bits of tissue to
become testicles instead of ovaries. The budding
testes are then supposed to throw male hormones
around so as to blow out all the pftik candles on
your birthday calieancl;-{ijfit all
e blue ones,
only sometime they don
get1 t neari:y- rTijfiL
Result, we know all too well.. our particular
developmental variations, so poorly understood, so
badly handled all around, and heavily tabooed. This
taboo is the root of all sexism. ( Great Theory,
no? ) Tomboyism in GG's is OK, if amusing -- that's
coming up in the world -- F to M. But M to F -that's bad, sad, shameful, that's regressing, going
down in the world and thumbing the nose at the main
-value- in our social system ( 'Male anaTemale
created He them'; yet, when we ~create we are all
rank apprentices ). Fact is, we don't -99. down, gc,
_1!E or thumb our~ -- we express outwardiy""whaf
we are essenfially, or that should be one's honest

intent, and if only of society would see it that
way. For me, a woman is four -H·s- -- Head, Heart,
Hormones, Heels (dress) in about thal: order of
Importance,- though
these
things
intermix,
intertwine, interplay. That gives me lots to work
on. I love hearing about sisters who have done more
'homework' ( towards SRS, whatever ) out there in
the real world.
[xpectantly, Olivar/Olivia

What do you think of that? R.
2/14/91

Dear Rebecca and Lana,
I wanted to extend a special thanks from the
students. of hea~th education 204 and myself for
your
i~formahve
and
interesting
class
present~hon.
Last week I did a mid-quarter
evaluaho~. A number of students mentioned your
presen~ation as most helpful in their understanding
of their own and other's sexuality.
I wish you both the very best.
Sincerly,
Germayne Ti.zzano

2/15/91

Dear Crystal Club Newsletter Staff,
I do enjoy receiving your newsletters and when
I _get calls from clients, I either send the
original or a copy of an original newsletter and
encourage these people to contact you.
I recently got contacted by a female to male
T.S. who found out us through contact with Susan at
Crystal Club, So the world goes round and round.
. !n your February issue, last page, I noted a
~ishng of my name as an additional support group
in the area. That is fine, but the -G.D. □.
following my name does not make sense - it is
probably a typo error. If you want to include
credentials, M.A., L.P.C.C.
would make better
sense. !_am enclosing the program stationary. Feel
free to include the telephone number if you wish.
Good luck in all your work.
Sincerly,
Heral G. Crane
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Another Fantastic Meeting
by Laura J. Walker
I Feel r·m starting to catch on now. I don't
have to be overtly glamorous or sexy to pass
comfortably as a woman. I Just have ta look like a
normal woman. Hy boobs don't have ta stick out like
two scud missles and my waist does not have to be
sucked into an hour glass shape to pass as that
woman I want to be. One direct, but lovely lady
said that she could tell that my heaving breasts
were not real. The cleavage did get a Few stares at
Wall Street and at the restaurant we tried to get
into after that, but I later thought that all that
was accomplished was that I invited people to
examine me more closely and challenge them more to
read me. Next time, I'll be the more casually
dressed girl without dagger Fingernails, spike
heels and legs up to there. Hy goal is to be able
to pass as a very tall, 39 ish, Fashionable.
carefree, professional woman. Tell me when you see
me if I pass the test.
Hy second meeting was different than my First
in a Few ways. I still showed up after the speaker
had spoke and probably most of the conversations
had been conversed. but you see some of us take
about three hours or more to get ready. It may have
been worth it, because I got the ultimate CD
compliment, and it came from a post-op rs: -You
could easily pass for a woman. - I also had more
people to talk to and to get to know even better. I
wish I could have talked with the two apparent
rs·s, who had driven all the way From Indianapolis
and were going to return that night. They both had
such beautiful hair and Feminine Faces and smiles:
I hope we'll get to see them again.
Dana and Elaine visited us from !XE in
Indianapolis. As far as I know, neither is a TS,
but both are "Expert TV's- -- ED. ]

I am basically gregarious, but it has always
taken longer than two meetings For me to Feel at
ease with any organization. It must be because I
have been looking for so long for what this club
gives it's members and guests .•. acceptance. I Felt
so much so that I plunked down my dues For
membership. If any girls are out there wondering if
they should attend their First CD meeting at the
Crystal Club, I highly recommend it. I came alone,
knocked on the door and a smiling Face greeted me.
I stood in the corner For only a Few minutes until
a very much uninhibited -caror started chatting
with me. I was at ease already. Then I started to
see others, who I had seen the last time, but did
not get to talk directly with. I JUSt Joined in and
Felt right at home.
Noboby Judged whether I had done myself up to
their standards and everybody chimed in with
support. I never really Felt nervous after the
First minute. It was that way at the First meeting
too. I encourage anybody out there, who thinks they
lack the nessessary courage, to come to the next
meeting.

Afterward, we went to Wall Street. That was a
real treat too. I was the tallest thing they had
ever seen there, I think, but I JUSt kept smiling
at anybody who looked at me. They probably thought
that since I was comfortable with who I was, they
would be too. Some came up and started talking with
me right out of the blue. Fantastic! I was being
accepted For what I was.
Maybe after the third meeting, I'll Feel
confident enough to take a walk in the mall or at
least go window shopping in a shopping center. I
hope one of you will go with me. So much For
Fantasy. See you on Saturday, March 23rd. I'll be
testing my courage Just to come to the door a~ 6
p.m., since it will still be daylight... but I 11
do it if you will.

Shouting Me Down
by Mary Ann Harris
It has been said that crossdressers still act
like men in many ways, while transsexuals are truly
women and act and feel the part. I've never given
much thought to this view in the past, but I had an
experience the other night that makes me wonder.

Beth deals with being a woman 24 hours a day.
This includes a work environment where, supposedly,
work is done based on your ability and not on your
gender. Yet she has often noted the men dominating
the conversation and ignoring the women. If a woman
has something valuable to say, often nobody will
hear her, or won't take her seriously. Later on,
one of the men may say the same thing and suddenly
it's a great idea. This is blatant sexism and I
consider it unacceptable.
I was sitting with a group of crossdressers,
discussing something about the club. It was a
businesslike environment and we were all Furiously
debating what to do about something. I started to
say something, and half way through the sentence,
someone else started to talk. Next thing I knew,
everybody was paying attention to her, and I didn't
get to Finish my sentence.
The conversation
continued between the person doing the interrupting
and some of the other members.
At the time, I wondered if my newly Formed
make-up skills had suddenly turned me into a GG in
the minds of some of the others present. Nah Larry does a good Job, but not that good, and
besides, everybody there has known me For years.
I· d Just like to remind everybody that. as a
crossdresser, you will be seeing things From both
sides. Society sometimes doesn't treat women as
well as men. All people have a duty to avoid
treating women as if they had no brains, to treat
them Fairly and as equals. We should also encourage
others to treat women as equals.
We all need to work together to fight for
women's rights. If we don't, who will be there For
us when some macho Jerk tries to walk all over us?
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President's Column

by Lana Morris
Ladies!
Well, here it is, The Crystal Cronical, better
late than never. As your newly elected newsletter
editor and publisher. I have been franticly
scrambling about to put everything together. The
amount of work that goes into putting this
publication together is not comprehendible unless
you have been closely involved in it. I think there
are few people who knew the enormous amount of hard
work that Mary Ann diligently performed month after
month to bring you all a quality newsletter. I hope
that I can rise to the occasion and carry on in
this fine tradition. You may have already noticed
some changes in the way the newsletter looks. Due
to different hardware considerations. I have made
some changes in the way in which it is printed.
There will probably be more changes before I get
things "steamlined." Let me know what you like and
what you don·t like. The deadline for articles is
ANYTIME! Your contributions are greatly appreciated
and will be accepted anytime, however, I will need
to receive any submissions on or before the weekend
following the meeting date to insure inclusion in
the current newsletter. Anything received after
that will be saved for future use.
Hopefully, you have received this edition
before the March 23rd meeting. Which brings me to
my next topic. Please remember, our meetings are
held on the 4th Saturday of each month. Not the
last Saturday. On months with 5 Saturdays there
always seems to be some confusion. Many members
thought that this month's meeting was to be held on
the 30th. I hope no one misses the meeting and I am
looking forward to seeing you all on March 23rd !

Thanks From New V.P.
Ladies.
I would like to take this time to thank you for
my new office as Vice President.
As your new V.P. I am looking forward to working
with you. Each and everyone of us have new and
interesting ideals, so let's get together and make
them work for us.
Congratulations to Rochelle! And all our new
officers on their new offices. I know you will all
do a fine Job.
A special thanks to all the past officers,
without their support we would not be where we are
today. And to all who ran for these positions, also
for everyone who voted, Thank you.
We must all stay together and support each other
to make our club work, and I know we will.
Love, Cindy

I· d like to thank all of you that had enough
faith in me to relect me to this office.
I plan on seeing that many things happen this
year. Some will be done along the the same lines as
the newspaper outreach and special outreach of this
kind. There will be many new things happening this
year also. I hope that everyone with an idea on
making this a better club will step forward and let
us hear from them. We can only be as good as the
members that make up the club.
We hope to restructure the monthly meetings
make them a little more interesting. This will
done by the type of speakers we can get, as well
special programs and panel discussions. We will
asking for your involvement from time to time.

to
be
as
be

We also continue our 50/50 drawing at the
meetings, for this helps take care of special cost
that would have to be past on to the members in the
form of larger meeting fees. The money from the
50/50 drawings helped pay for the bartender at the
Christmas party to keep from charging more for each
person to attend the party. We are starting things
out by having the first board meeting on March 14th
at my place. This will get the program into gear,
setting up programs. parties, and picinics. Feel
free to let us know what you· d like to see happen
in the next year.
We do have a fun night planned for the 23rd of
March. This monthly meeting will find a local
fashion designer Lynda Sams that did a fashion show
for NOW in February eager to show her fashions to
us. We will have a few of our own fashion models on
the floor showing some of the many things that have
been made to Fit them. Afterwards there will be
plenty time to roam through the fashions and try
things on yourself if you like. .Those of you that
were at the meeting when Gloria came down last year
know how much fun this can be. I hope to see you
all there March 23rd.
Love, RochsLle Richards

Hair Today Gone Tomarrow
Courtesy Crossport Inner View

According to the Cross-Talk newsletter, the
company that markets the Epilady hair remover has
filed for bankruptcy. A story printed from the L.A.
Times which appeared in the newsletter explained
that the device was supposed to be marketed to
women who wax their legs ( and are therefore known
masochists). The marketing company instead went for
the general market, and thousands of the hair
removers were returned by consumers who found they
couldn't deal with the pain. What do you expect
from something that advised first time users to
relax with a glass of wine before using? The future
of the product is unknown.
Cati\::,
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Keeping Things In Perspective
Annonymous

Last week I had the enlightening opportunity to
visit my son, who is recovering From the combat
wounds he suffered in Panama a year ago Christmas.
He was at Walter Reed Army Medical Center, along
with other young men, who had already been inJured
in The War In The Gulf' . One boy had had one leg
and an arm blown off and the other leg shattered. I
thought as I talked to his smiling Face: My problem
with
gender
confusion
is
only
the
most
insignificant of human problems, when compared to
what adJustment this boy is going to have For the
rest of his life. He will never again be accepted
as a complete man. Sound Familiar? He' 11 try as
hard as he can to live with what he now is, but
he· 11 always be wondering how things would have
been if he hadn't acquired this disability. He'll
constantly Fantasize about being normal or being
accepted For what he is, but he'll always know that
neither will happen. No normal woman will marry him
or stay married to him. His mind will ever be
altered, too.
These words are not to bid us to Feel sorry For
our own situation, but rather to have us notice
JUSt how lucky we have it. We can differ our
exhibition of our disability until it is convenient
to display it in Friendly company. He will carry
his disfigurement For all to see where ever he
goes. So what? We don't have it so bad after all.
IF we really want to give our "hobby" up, we could.
It would still be in our minds, Just like the
alcoholics constant desire to take a drink, even in
recovery. But we could Just say no. Think about
this, when you Feel compelled beyond control to
dress, when it is unappropr iate. Think about the
Fact that we have Full control over what we do ...
especially when it comes to the avoiding of hurting
a loved one.
I don·t believe that crossdressing or even
living in the gender or sex into which you were not
born is a wrong or immoral thing to do. It is in my
mind simply doing what is nessessary to minimize
the effects of a disability, which was not
consciously chosen. We all became disabled with
this gender dysphoria at an early_ age F_or some
unidentifiable reason. But to deal with it in a way
that hurts other people can be morally incorrect.
We all have to be the Judge of our own actions,
according to our own needs and our own moral
definitions. We can Just say go or Just say no.
Think about it. Muster up the courage and then do
the thing that is right For you. May God be with
you.
Please keep the authorship of this article to
yourself, because I don't want to be seen as
judgem.entaL, but I do think that some of these

things should be said once in a while.

Big Feet Now The Norm
By Patricia McLaughlin
Universial Press Synaicate
Courtesy CoLuabus Dispatch

Ladies are supposed to have small Feet.
This is why Sir John Suckling was so taken with
the young miss whose "feet beneath her petticoat
like little mice, stole in and out •.. •
It's why aristocratic Chineese women used to
brake their baby daughter's Feet and bind them.
It's why Cinderella's wicked stepmother urged
one of the ugly stepsisters to cut off her toes so
her Foot would Fit into the glass sliper and, when
that didn't work, advised the other to chop off her
heel.
It· s why women are least as likly to Fudge on
shoe size as age or weight.
(Dolly Parton's
character, asked her shoe size in Steel Magnolias,
says, "Well, in a good shoe I wear a 6, but a 7
Feels so good, I buy a sizes.·

But it's a losing battle. Because all the while
women have been admiring and longing For and
pretending to have smaller Feet, they've producing
daughters with bigger ones. Women's Feet --- and
men's, too --- have been getting bigger at least
since the Revolutionary War. And, since the turn of
the century, they've been getting even bigger.
People thought Susan B. Anthony's size 7 1/2
high-button shoes looked like canoes in 1875,
because the popular size range in women's shoes was
From size 1 to 6, with D and E the popular widths.
Now, only three generations later, according to
research by Ster ling Last Corp., the poular range
of women's sizes is 5 1/2 to 11. (Feet have
narrowed as they·ve grown longer: now the popular
width range is From AA to C, with B widths most in
demand.)
Today, you see ll's --- and sometimes 12's --offered in chain shoe stores, discout stores,
catalogs, pretty much everywhere.
Can this keep up? By the end of the next
century, will the average woman be clomping around
in size 14's?
It is unlikely. The U.S. population in 1895 was
heavily weighted with poor, poorly Fed immigrants.
Their children and their children· s children, Fed
unprecidented amounts of meat and milk, grew to
their Full genetic potential.
and,
But most of us are there now
nutritionists tell us, we're eating more protein
than is good For us. So maybe we won't grow
anymore.
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The Problem is Not in Your TV
TV-TS TAPESTRY
PO Box 367
Wavland, MA 01778
(617) 899-2212

THE JOURNAL FOR
PERSONS INTERESTED IN
CROSSDRESSING &
TRANSSEXUALISM

Tasteful, comprehensive,
non-profit, non-sexual
150+ pages of articles, editorials,

letters, personal listings,
directory of organizations
JJ1.1/J/i,/Jerf /J_y t/;e JolerJJalioJJa/ Fo1.1JJrfaboJJ
for CeJJrfer t'rf1.1caboo, 6' C1.1s/J;ils' Street,
lfa/1/;am, JIA 0215.9 (ISS'h' 0884-.97✓.9)
SJ'JJff/e Cop_y JJ(}_ (}(}, .5'1.1/JscrjoboJJ $/(}_ (}(}

by Lana Morris

There I was, lounging around the house in a
typical ·sofa spud" posture with my TV remote
securely in hand, zipping through all 42 channels
as if I could watch them all at the same time,
Suddenly my thumb came to rest when I saw her, oh
that Pretty Woman, Julia Roberts! She was accepting
some type of award for her work in "Flatliners·.
She humbly expounded the usual words of gratitude
and expressed what a pleasant experience it was to
work with the other actors, Keefer Southerland and
Kevin Bacon. Then she said something that struck
me, "They were so great to work with, they treated
me 1ust like one of the guys!· It wasn • t so much
what she said, but the way she said it. Can you
imagine Jack Nicholson saying how nice it was to
work with Shirley Mcclaine and Debra Winger,
• ... Yeh, It was great, they treated me Just like
one of the gals!" Well, maybe, but it would be done
for the laughs or he would be labled some sort of
wierdo fag <look what happened to Pete Townsend.)
When Julia said it, she held her head proud and it
was received as a positive and healthy experience
by a large round of applause.
I envy the open forum for expression that
women en Joy in our society. It only seems natural
that each gender would be curious about the other
and enJoy a sneak peek of what it must be like to
be in the opposite's shoes. However, only the
females are allowed to openly express such a
thought.
A woman can, during a moment of
frustration, say that she wished she was a man, but
if a man said he wished he was a woman, even in
Jest, he could be publicly humiliated and ridiculed
(remember how Phil Donahue was treated after he
wore a skirt.)
Since society gives men such little leeway in
how they are "suppose to· feel, ,many who crossdress
or are trans-gendered to some degree feel a great
deal of guilt and shame. I say, "The problem is not
in your TV," rather it lies in society. This is not
a new phenomenon. Transvestite behavior has been
exibi ted throughout history in all parts of the
world. Some societies approved of or even revered
such people.
Next time you feel down about
yourself, remember, you're not bad, you're 1ust
different from what most people expect or are
willing to accept.

"Life is learning to live with ...

1t's rellly

yt/11"

is Ht lrllMt I 11111ted to bur, doc.·

Cartoon court~•Y CrossTalk

... P1an B. "

'

..... .........
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An IXE Christmas
Tale
by Cathy
Courtesy Cross P?rt

Inner View

Well. December was quite a month of travelling
for me. Not only d1d ! go to Louisville early in
lhe month as I reported in the last InnerView, but
on the 15th I went to Indianapolis for IXE's
Christmas party. As with the trip to Louisville, I
got up early, dressed -down- in Jeans and a sweater
and drove as Cathy to Indianapolis.
No real
problems. but there was one Jerk in an old beat up
firebud who would p•ill up next lo me on the
freeway at 65 mph, smile. then pull in front of me
and slow down to about 45.
It made me pretty
nervous so I finally passed him at about 80 and
didn't slow down again until I couldn't see him in
my rear view mirror any more. Do girls have to put
up with this crap all the time? (Laurie says -Yes,
lhey do!-l
When I got to l ndy I checked out where the
party was going to be so that I would be able to
find it again in the dark, then checked into the
local Motel 6. I signed in as Cathy and let them
run Cathy's credit card through the machine For
payment. No problems, strange looks or anything.
After dropping off my party stuff at the motel
room, I decided to kill some lime by going
shopping. The party was held near the speedway, and
there were a lot of -strip- malls less than a mile
from the motel. I spent some time (and a little
money J at a Stuart· s, two shoe stores, and a
Fashion Bug. The people who worked at these places
were all courteous, and none of the other shoppers
seemed to notice that I was anything out of the
ordinary.
Emboldened by my apparent success, I decided
to do some shopping at the local Drug Emporium. I
was running low on some kinds of make-up, and I
always feel real self-conscious shopping For makeup as a guy. I normally stay away from -discountplaces when dressed because there really is a big
difference in the way people treat you if you are
-read- depending on
their
socio- economic
background.
As I was walking down one of the aisles, one
classic -little old lady- looked at me, then did a
double-take. l was sure that I'd been read, but
pretended not lo notice. As ! passed her, she
reached out, touched my arm, and said -Young Lady,
could you get that off the top shelf for me?- I was
very happy to comply. The only thing she had really
noticed about me was that I was tall enough to give
her a hand.
The Drug Emporium turned out to be a really
pleasant experience. I was able to spend as much
time as I Felt I needed to purchase the proper
products, took time to compare different brands,
etc. It was a lot different than the usual -walk
in, grab it and go- I normally do.

Back at the motel I Freshened up and c
for the Christmas party and headed out. l got
Cl thought early) and already the parking lot
the meeting place was full. As it turned out tt
were more than forty people attending the funct
From Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky and Illinois. Tr
were quite a lot of really marvelous outfits too
think the qir!s from the Crystal Club had to t
rirst

prize

ror

:;wank

look,

!heir

nut.fiLs

w

simply spectacular.

( Adrianne, Jennifer, and Lana attended the pa:
from Crystal Club, :hanks Cathy,
Someone said
[oo~ed l:ke we were ready for the prom.
Al!
Adrianne
:uon
the
;;irize
for
longest
distar
crave led from NewarR, Ohio --[D. )

There was more than enough Food For people toe
(a special thanks to Sharon who spent most of h
day cooking turkey) and lots of pleasa,
conversation as people renewed acquaintances aJ

made new ones. I was also glad to see that the,
were almost a dozen S.O.s in attendance as well.
After the food there was the -Gift Wars- whic
has become an annual event at the !XE Christma
parties. The way it works is that each person wh
brought a qift places it under the tree, then the
each get a chance to pick a gift for themselves
The catch is that you have a choice of where yo,
get your gift. You can either pick one from unde1
the tree, or you can take one from someone who ha,
already chosen. In the latter case, the person whc
lost their gift has another choice at picking ,
gift, and they also may take it from under the tree
or from someone who has already chosen.
Needless to say, it took about thirty minutes
for everyone to pick a gift. Most of the -warringwas between the JXE ladies, most of the rest of us
were too tentative to take a gift from someone we
didn't know very well.
After the party, a group of us headed for 3535
West, which is a gay bar Just down the street from
the speedway. They had an FI show which was OK. The
thing that really made this place stand out from
any other gay bar I'd been in was that there were
several lesbians there who really seemed to enJoy
crossdressers. They were really aggressive about it
too. Linda and I practically had to beat them off
with a stick.
All too soon (as it always happens), the night
ended and the next day I changed back into
-regular- mode for the drive home. It seemed a to
take a lot longer to drive home than it took to get
there, but I had some new, good memories to keep me
company.
If there i• anything in the Chronical that y<>U
don't like or there is an article that offernb
y,,.,, being it to us and we'll be happy to snip the
offensiv• aaterial froe your eopyl

Crystal Chronical

Think For Yourself
by Elaine
Courtesy !XE
. There is a sucker born every minute. People
will believe almost anything they hear or read and
never once ask for proof. Wake up out there! It is
all bulldada! Ask for proof. Think for yourself. I
set out to prove to myself that people would gladly
believe anything that they read, no matter how
ridiculous it was. The experiment went well and
seemed to confirm several points:
1) People not only believe anything they
read, but they want to believe certain
things, if those things fit into their

Fantasies.

2) People don· t challenge things in
print; if something is in print it must
be true.
3) Information that appears in gender (or
any other) publications can not be
trusted to be factual.
Here's a funny thought: People who try to pass
as women are apparently unable to detect fiction
pass10g as fact.
Two fictitious
items that
originated in my imagination found their way into
the gender publications. One was a piece about face
transplants. No one is going to perform a face
transplant. If there were to be tissue re Jection,
what would be done? No doubt there is someone out
there trying to locate a surgeon and a donor -they read it in the newsletter, so it must be true.
Some comments could be made about the mental health
of p_eople who would seek this kind of thing, but
that s another subJect.
The other item was a
fictitious newsclip about a new law in Arkansas
that forced crossdressers to have sex change
surgery. I have not yet heard if there has been
anyone who actually moved to Little Rock because of
this. How many constitutional rights would such a
law violate?
What else have we seen in the gender media that
has gone_ unchallenged and has passed as factual
1nformat1on? One can only guess. My conclusion is
that everything is bulldada until proven otherwise.

Crossdressing For The Masses
by Cynthia Phillios

When, as little girls, we expressed a desire to be
like our fathers when we grew up, we were patted on
the head and our fathers were extremely pleased.
Think about this: We. in this country, have a
double standard for both female and male. The
things that are available to you are not to your
mate, and vice versa. Think about the restrictions
put on males in our society, and not females. We
may feel like a ·second-class· citizen from time to
time,

because we are women,

but

remember,

we can

express ourselves as a -male- if we so desire.

He

has no such option.
Think of it this way. You have a lot in common
with your man, as you are both crossdressers. All
of us ladies have, at one

time or another, worn

Jeans and men·s shirts, and now boxer shorts are in

vogue. We're still the same person, no matter what
we have on.
Our men are no different. He's still
the same man in your life.
Haven't you ever had a hard day at work, and
looked forward to getting home and Jumping into a
comfortable pair of Jeans and a baggy (usually his)
t-shirt? Our men are no different. They are often
under a lot of pressure at work. and usually are
the maJor decision-maker at home. They also need to
relax, need a release, and this is the softest one
I can think of.
You must also remember that while we are able
to change our attitudes toward crossdressing, if we
so desire, crossdressers do not have that luxury.
No

one

makes

a

conscious

decision

to

be

a

crossdresser. Would you choose to lead a life of
guilt and fear that your ·secret" would be found
out?
We women also need to stop using terms such as
transvestite. transgender ist, transsexual, etc.
These are clinical words which make a crossdresser
feel as if he were on display under glass, and that
hrs mate thinks of him as a line in a textbook. Try
to think of him as a • crossdresser·, an innocent
term for an innocent activity. So our man likes to
dress at times, as we do. Is that really so bad?
Aren: t we. in this society, always asking men to
get 1n touch with their feelings? When our men want
to experience what we, as women, feel about things,
rt should be taken as a compliment, not an affront
or Insult.
[ Cynthia Phillips is the editor of the ·women
Associated with Crossdressers· newsletter from
which this column is edited. She may be co~tacted
at P.O. Box 17, Bulverde TX 7816]. ]
Courtesy Cross Talk

How many of you have experienced the Joys of
being a ·tomboy"?
When my husband was confronted by his mother
about his crossdressing, she asked ·oon't you want
to grow up to be a manr He answered (since he
loved his _mother very much), ~No, I want to be Just
like you. Hrs mother was quite upset about this.
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Calendar or Events
4/4
4/8-14
4/11
4/13
4/13
4/17
4/18
4/19
4/20
4/27

!XE

IFGE
Transpitt
Transpitt
Alpha Omega
Crystal Club
Cross-Pon
Trans-WV
Paradise
Crystal Club

Meeting
Coming Together
Social

Indianapolis

Debra A. Leno, LISW,

Denver

CDC,CSC

Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh

Meeting

Lakewood. OH

Meeting
Business Meeting
Meeting

Columbus
CinciMati
Huntington
Lakewood. OH
Columbus

Meeting
Meeting
Meeting

511-5

PPOC

California Dream in'

Anaheim.CA

6/5-9

Paradise

Be All You Can Be

Cleveland

Kappa Beta

Southern Comfort

Atlanta

10/3-6

Nearby Support Groups

National Conventiom

Cross-Port
P.O. Box 12701
Cincinnati, OH 45212
(513) 851-6174

Coming Together- Working Together
April 8-14, 1991; Denver, Colorado
Sponsor: IFGE
Box 367; Wayland, MA 01778
(617) 894-8340; (303) 458-5378

Alpha Omega
Ohio Tri-Ess Chapter
P.O. Box 954
Elyria, OH 44036
Transpitt
P.O. Box 3214
Pittsburgh, PA 15230
Paradise Club
P.0. Box 29564
Parma, OH 44129

California Dreamin'
May 1-5, 1991; Anaheim, CA
Sponsor: PPOC
Box 9091; Anaheim, CA 92812

(614) 771-7060

Come to Cleveland and ...

BEALL YOU
WANT TO BE
June 5 - 9, 1991

Cleveland Airport Marriott
Cleveland, Ohio
Send your rcgistr:rnon fonn.

Be All You Can Be
June 5-9 1991; Cleveland, Ohio
Be All Weekend
Box 5124; Willowick, OH 44095
(216) 463-4865

IXE
Box 20710
Indianapolis, IN 46220

Southam Comfort Convention
October 3-6, 1991; Atlanta, Georgia
Sponsor: Kappa Beta Tri-Ess
Box 12101; Charlotte, NC, 28220-2101

Crossroads
Box 1245
Royal Oak, Ml
48068-1245

~FASHION

Trans West Virginia
P.0. Box 2322
Huntington, WV
25724-2322

Counseling in
Addictions and Sexuality
For consultation/appointments

V1.~[J f;:!f:er.

[jr

payments, or r,:qucsts for more uuonnat1on to:

RE ALL \\'EEKEND
P.O. Box 5124
Willowick. OH 44095
Or call the BE ALL Hothnc: !216) 463-4865.

\

sams

614 ··861•2611

~
"You're fortunate. Your daughter wants to borrow all your clothes - my son wants to borrow
all of mine."
N.\T10flAL IN0\1l1Q

